
USER GUIDE

Throughout your journey , VuWing brings

entertainment to your fingertips . Use VuWing on

planes , trains , buses , hang from luggage handles

and pockets , or rest on flat surfaces to prop up

your device . There are endless ways to use the

versatile VuWing . 
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BINS & POCKETS 
Once your phone has been properly
secured in the VuWing, simply slip the
wing portion into the bin, allowing the
phone and holder to drape over the
outer edge of the bin. It is not
necessary to remove any material from
the bin, and we discourage removing
any safety information at any time.

TRAY LOCK 
Tray systems vary in height across
aircraft and train designs, VuWing has
been engineered to account for mid to
high leveled trays. Once your phone
has been properly secured in the
VuWing, slide the wing portion
between the tray and seat back, lock
into place. Adjust the viewing angle by
switching lable side up or down.

HANDLES
Many Charter busses have installed
seat back handles to allow customers
easier accessibility to enter and exit a
seated position. Once safely seated,
secure your phone properly in the
VuWing and slide the wing portion
through the seat back handle allowing
it to drape over the handle. The wing
portion will extend below the handle
and provide device stability against the
seat.

LUGGAGE
Once your phone has been properly
secured in the VuWing, position your
luggage handle to its lowest setting.
Keeping the handle unlock button
pressed in, place the VuWing over the
handle and raise/lower the handle until
the VuWing rests securely holding both
the handle and phone in position.

strong,
flexible &
convenient.



LARGE BIN OPENINGS?
Another use of the wing portion of the VuWing is as
a "tensioner" for large literature bins/pockets. The
elastic nature permits the user to safely curl the
wing to the front before inserting into the pocket.
The curled wing will then flex outwards once
inserted into the bin and apply additional force for
added stability.

tips &
troubleshooting

HIGHER LUGGAGE HANDLES
For a higher view, or if your luggage handle will
not balance the VuWing. Use a rubber band
wrapped around your handle while locked into
place. Once your phone is secured in the VuWing,
drape the phone over the handle and slide the wing
through the center of the rubber band to provide
balance during use.


